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1. REVIЕ? OF WORK DURING 1951: Item 6.2 of the Agenda (continuation) 

Annual Report of the Director -General (Official Records Iо. 38) 

The CHAIRМAN reminded the committee that no conclusions had been formulated 

as a result of the previous day's discussions on the work of IWHO during 1951 and 

he asked whether any delegation would like to present some concluding statement. 

Dr. McGAVRAN (United States of America) proposed the following resolution: 

The COmtittee on Programme and Budget recommends to the Fifth World 
Health Assembly the adoption of the following resolution: 

The Fifth World Health Assembly, 

Having considered the Annual Report of the Director- General 

for the year 1951, 

1. APPROVES the manner in which the work of the World Health 
Organization was carried forward in 1951; 

2. NOTES with satisfaction that the Director- General and the 
Executive Board have satisfactorily implemented the 1951 programme 
in conformity with the general policy laid down by previous World 

Health Assemblies; 

З. CONSIDERS that in general the work carried out demonstrates 
policies and methods suitable for application to the proposed 
programme for 1953. 

The draft resolution.proposed by the delegation of the United States of America 

was adopted without discussion. 
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20 APPROVAL OF PROGRAм1 FOR 1953: Item б 3 of, the Agenda. 

Recommendation on budgetary ceiling for 1953 after examination 

of the main features of the programme (Official Records No, 39, 
Doc ment A5 /rgсB /1). 

The CHА1RДб N invited Dr. Bravos representative of the Executive Board, to 

introduce the subject 

Dr, BRAVO, representative of the Executive Board, in introducing the Prоgrаmmе 

-.and Budget Est�.mates for .1953„ said that; after exhaustive discussion in the Board 

itself and in its `standing Committee on Administ,ati.on and Finance, the Board had 

agreed. on the adequacy of the proposed programme and budget to enable the 

Organization to exercise its functions under the Constitution of acting as the 

directing and со-- ordinating authority on international health work, Projects had 

been planned in close co- operation with the countries concerned, and the programmes 

of individual countries, had been pia/oied more and more as agi integral part of the 

economic and social development of those countries„ 

With regard to staff; some 35 additional posts had been proposed, most of them 

for field activities., Although headquarters staff had managed so far to carry on 

the additional r esponsibilit es assigned by the Board and the Assemьl y vri.thout an 

appreciable increase in n mbers, they could not continue to do so indefinitely and 

it was likely tbat br- 1'154 sore -_-= c.rоаs:3 in h . ad_fuагters staff would be necessary. 

Most of the proposed staff increases pro "ided generally for an expansion of field 

activities, cont-inu.ed emphasis being placed oh educatиоn and training services, 

which accounted for more than half of the -total increáse requested for 1953. 
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The Board wished to draw attention to two passages from Official Records No.40: 

Paragraph 9, page 42: "Although primarily preoccupied with the examination of 

the 1953 programme, the Board directs the attention of the Health Assembly to the 

fact that if no more than $6,000,000 were to be made available to finance the 1952 

technical assistance programme, a considerable delay in starting new projects, 

over and above the delay already foreseen by the Director -General, or even a 

postponement of a number of projects to succeeding years, would undoubtedly result "; 

Paragraph 10; page 421 "In examining the relationships between the parts of 

the total 1953 programme and budget devoted to administrative services and to the 

operating and technical services, the Board noted that, as the total expenditure 

increased, a greater proportion of the budget was being directed to the services 

provided to governments. The expenditure on administrative services is 9.4 per 

cent of the estimated total expenditure for 1951, 5.9 per cent for 1952 and 5.7 

per cent for 1953 ". 

This showed that a definite percentage decrease had been obtained. 

Dr. Bravo further drew attention to Official Records No.40, pages 42 and 43, 

paragraphs 11, 12 and 13, where comments were made with regard to travel expenses, 

purchase of library books and hospitality. Explanations given on these matters 

were satisfactory to the Board. 

In paragraph 19, page 44 of the same document, explanations were given for the 

increase in the Department of Technical Services, and the matter would be examined 

in detail under the next item of the agenda of the present Committee. 
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• A new division, the Division of Environmental Sanitation, had been established 

within the Department of Advisory Services, and further comments on Advisory Services 

would also be made at a later stage. 

Careful consideration had been given to the regional activities, each Regional 

Director stating before the Board the general approach of his programme, all of 

which programmes followed the guiding principles of WHO. It was regretted that 

until now a.widеr expansion of activities had not been possible for the African 

Region. 

Finally, Dr. Bravo drew attention to Official Records No. 40, pages 41 to 43, 

paragraphs 6 -13 of the report of the Executive Board to the Assembly. The paragraphs 

stated that the proposed regular programme and effective working budget estimates 

for 1953 totalled US $8,489,895, as proposed by thebirector- General, representing 

an increase of US $812,113 on the 1952 budget (comparison shown in Official Records 

No. 39, page 78). The Executive Board was satisfied with the explanations given 

regarding the unusually high amount of casual income available in cash, estimated 

at US $837,554. Owing to this fact, and to assessments against new Members, 

contributions of most countries had not been increased, an exception being the 

bigger contributors to whom the per capita provision applied (Official Records No. 39, 

page 79). The Executive Board felt concern as to whether the situation regarding 

casual income would be changed in the following years. The expected amount of 

casual income for the 1954 budget was almost the same as that for 1953, i.e. 

US $790,181. In connexion with that matter he drew attention to the Board's 

statement in the second half of paragraph 8, on page 42 of Official Records No. 40, 

"While not wishing to comment adversely the rate proposed for 1953." 
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In- general the Board agreed that the proposed budget was technically sound and 

adequate to meet the responsibilities arising from the annual programme of work 

under the regular budget and from field activities under technical assistance 

funds. 

Furthermore, it was stressed that the expanded programme of technical 

assistance represented the sum of individual programmes requested by the individual 

countries and co- ordinated by the regional offices. The Board considered further 

that the programme conformed with the guiding principles applicable to the 

.expаndеd programme of technical assistance as established by the Economic and 

Social Council and the General Assembly of the United Nations. 

Therefore, the Board recommended to the Assembly for its approval the effecti 

working budget of US 08,489,895, which seemed to be adequate to continue and 

consolidate the work and further development of the зΡlorld Health Organization, 

without charging unduly the national budgets of Неmbеr States. 

The Board was ready to furnish any other information delegates might requin ' 

The СНлIRW N drew the attention of the . committee to document А5 /pá /1 and 

declared the subject open for general discussion. 

Dr. MACKENZIE (United Kingdom) said he assumed that the committee was now 

reviewing in general terms the programme for 1953. In doing so it must constantly 

bead in mind that 1IО was an inter-governmental organization, and in this really 

lay:its strength. It existed to help governments and not to supersede them or 

to overlap with any of their existing activities. Moreover it was'essèntial for 

governments.to feel that the Organization was using efficiently and economically 

the resources available, consequently overlapping must be strenuously avoided. 
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In the light of those principles he would raise three points regarding the 

1953 proposals: (1) on the work of the expert committees, (2) on the work of 

.seminars, and (3) on the representation of WHO at governmental and non -governmental 

international organizations. 

On point (1), with the large increase in the number of expert committees, WHO 

had entered upon a number of purely technical fields, already adequaely covered 

by non -governmental international organizations of high standing, including leading 

authorities in the special field concerned, and produгΡ.ing proceedings of great 

importance, There was a groat contras t Oe t�чеon the work of such organizations 

and that of four or five experts coming to Geneva for a week or ten days and 

producing a short report, While some expert committees were essential, particularly 

from a constitutional point Of view, a great many overlapped with those non• -. 

governmental organizations which had far greater resources available in their 

particular subjects. The United Kingdom delegation, therefore.f would urge that 

CIO., in fulfilment of its proper rólе in that respect, should act much more as a 

co- ordinating agent, seeking its technical advice from high-level none- governmental, 

organizations and other suitable sources, thus obtaining a recognized authoritative 

view on the subject and at the same time saving considerable sums of money for 

other works 

Dr. Mackenzie drew attention to the list of expert committees for 1953 given on 

pages 170 and 171 of Official Records No, 390 Ѕ0mе he considered necessary and 

useful, but he felt anxiety about others, for instance, those on cholera, filariasis, 

poliomyelitis and rabies, Нll that an expert committee could do in such subjects 
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was to bring together information already available and published; it could not 

produce any new work. In the case of health education of the public, again there 

were many non -governmental organizations working in that field and it was difficult 

to see how a committee of experts working for a few days could produce anything 

of real value to the world because the conditions were so entirely different as 

between countries and certainly as between continents. Similar comments applied 

to the expert committees for rheumatism, the blind and the deaf. 

He therefore urged that careful consideration be given to the possibility of 

eliminating some of those expert committees for the future. They were supposed 

to advise the Board, but in actual practice when a piece of work was to be done 

in a country an expert or experts went out and did it, and it was doubtful whether 

reference was made to the report of the expert committee on the subject. 

On the second point, seminars, again there were instances in which they were 

essential, e.g. subjects not already covered by any national organization, but they 

did cover some things already dealt with suitably in schools of public health, 

institutes of hygiene, and so on. They were very expensive, not lasting long 

enough to give a real knowledge of the subject, and the money would be better spent 

in sending individuals for a proper course in the subject. Taking Europe alone, on 

page 405 of Official Records No. 39 was mentioned a symposium on syphilis: all the 

information on that subject was published and taught regularly in the different 

national schools of hygiene. Page 407 showed a symposium on relations between 

paediatricians and psychiatrists: again all the information was available in the 

literature and it was difficult to see why WHO should spend over X10,000 on this. 
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On page 408 there was shown a conference on the teaching of preventive medicine. The 

World Medical Association was holding a big conference in July 1952, in which WHO was 

assisting, so again a special WHO conference seemed unnecessary. There was to be a 

conference on health education of the public, requiring short -term consultants and so 

forth (page 410), and a conference on environmental sanitation (page 411). If just 

those few items mentioned were dropped it would represent a saving of about 10 per cent 

of the budget for the European Region, and no doubt similar economies could be found in 

other regions, effecting a saving of perhaps 5 per cent. 

Dr. Mackenzie's third point was the cost of senior members of WHO staff attending 

so many meetings of outside organizations. In 1951 the Organization had been 

represented at 67 non -governmental organizations and 104 which were sponsored by the 

United Nations and the specialized agencies. It was difficult to see what purpose 

was achieved by this endless representation, certainly on many organizations not really 

connected at all with medicine, and of which the proceedings or minutes were always 

published. The lists given on pages 164 -9 of Official Records No. 38 showed the need 

for careful consideration of all such representation: for instance, there was the 

Students' International Clinical Congress, the Institute of Law Studies of Nice, the 

European Association against Poliomyelitis, meeting of the Special Drafting Committee. 

A large amount of money was involved not only in travelling expenses but also, in 

many cases, in the cost of keeping a member of staff at that work. 

The United Kingdom delegation . would like those three points very carefully 

considered in preparing the budget, and put them forward as a mattes' Of gOR2rаl 

principle at the present stage. 
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Dr. van den BEКG (Netherlands) took up the point of the expert committees. His 

delegation also felt that some were not necessary and that their work could be covered 

by compiling the existing information on their particular subjects. Furthermore, in 

several fields it was not very useful to have a worldwide expert committee, because the 

circumstances in various regions were so different, and in such cases it was better to 

have regional expert committees. The Netherlands delegation would ask hie- Director- 

General to study this problem and to see if the work actually done by some expert 

committees could not be transferred to regional committees in those regions where.thпх 

was a real need for such expert advice. 

On the question of seminars, he could not agr6e with Dr. Mackenzie. In the 

Netherlands three seminars hd been held in recent years which had proved extremely 

valuable to the national health work. Seminars could not necessarily be compared 

with a congress or special course, the results they produced being often quite different. 

Of course, all the proposed seminars were not equally important or useful, and regional 

committees should consider whether the various planned seminars were really necessary 

for the various regions, but from experience in the Netherlands, Dr. van den Berg had 

a very high opinion of the value of at least many of them and considered the organization 

of seminars one of the most important works of WHO. 

Dr, HOJЕ. (Sweden) supported the views of the delegate for the Netherlands regarding 

seminars. He was in disagreement with what the delegate of the United Kingdom had 

said on that subject and also on the importance of the health education of the public 

and on expert committees in general. If the Health Assembly eliminated export 

committees it would be depriving health workers all over the world of the flower of 
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expert technical opinion on health matters. Moreover, while scientific work could 

not, of course, be done at such short meetings, they afforded an opportunity, for free 

discussion and provided a synopsis of the opinions of the best experts available in 

the different fields, which was a basic necessity for the work of the Executive Board. 

�dhile, therefore, he was ready to discuss the relative importance of each expert 

committee, he hoped that the United Kingdom proposal would not be adopted as a general 

principle. It would be going too far to suppress the Expert Committee on Polio- 

myelitis and at the same time to abstain from sending a representative to the non- 

governmental organization on that disease. The Director -- General had been placed in 

the difficult position in the past of having to advise against the acceptance of many 

of the requests by the Assembly for the creation of expert committees or the holding 

of seminars. If he was now prepared to agree, his opinion should be accepted and 

the experience tried. 

Dr. LEROUX (Ganda) said his delegation felt that, in view of the good and 

constantly improving record of WHO, it would be unwise to reduce its activities; in 

fact in normal economic and political conditions it would be more than desirable that 

they should be expanded. In the present circumstances, however, international 

organizations which were dependent upon the financial support of national governments 

should operate within a budget which provided maximum services, while at the same 

time not supporting any programme which could be considered inappropriate. The 

Canadian delegation viewed with some alarm the increase of X812,115 in the proposed 

budget for 1953 as compared with that of 1952 and felt that all projects of a low 

priority should be curtailed, and every effort made to secure superior administrative 
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practices. In the opinion of his delegation, the overall expenditures of the 

Organization should be at about the level for 1952. While that did not mean that 

now and important work which was fully justified should not be undertaken, it did moan 

that a close scrutiny must be made of all proposed expenditures in 1953 in order to 

eliminate any of a non -essential nature. 

He assumed that his delegation would have an opportunity later in the session to 

submit proposals for reductions which they considered could be made without seriously 

jeopardizing the work of the Organization. 

Dr. TURBOTT (New Zealand) referring to the Swedish delegate's desire to be 

informed where there was duplication between the work of non-governmentaL organizations 

and WHO expert committees, drew attention to the proposed expert committee on 

fiihariasis (Official Records No. 39, page 107). He (Dr. Turbott) had just returned 

from a conference in Tahiti, sponsored by the French Government, which had mapped out 

a ten-year programme, collected all the available literature in the world on the 

subject and issued a report on the experimental work being carried out. That field 

h ̂d therefore boon very adequately covered up to October 1951 and it would seem 

unnecessary for WHO to convene an expert committee as soon as 1953. 

Dr. AUJALEU (France) recalled that the object of the present discussion was to 

fix the budget coiling. There was no doubt that all expert committeеs-wеre useful, 

as had boon demonstrated by the appreciation with which their reports published by 

WHO, had been received in the past. Since, however, the Health Assembly must observe 

certain limits and could not allow the budget to increase year by year, it would 

perhaps be advisable to examine which expert committees were less useful than others. 
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He agreed with the delegate for the United Kingdom to the extent that when there ware 

competent non -governmental organizations working in a certain field, problems in that 

field should be left to them. But there were other fields - particularly the 

application of new scientific discoveries in the medical world - which were not 

appropriately dealt with by any organism. While, for instance, it would not be 

useful to set up an expert committee to consider the results of research into the 

etiology and pathogeny of poliomyelitis, it would be extremely useful to have an expert 

committee to advise WHO, and through WHO the different countries, on the best practical 

measures for the prevention of that disease and for the readaptation of persons who 

had been cured of poliomyelitis. 

He had already expressed the view at the previous Нoalth Assembly that seminars 

were very useful, precisely because they did not deal with scientific problems but 

with the application of recent discoveries by public health services. He entirely 

agreed with what previous speakers had said es to the benefits that could be drawn 

from seminars. The same was true of the conference on the teaching of preventive 

medicine. Attention had often been drawn during Health Assemblies to the extent to 

which universities and Departments of Education neglected that aspect of teaching. 

Because WHO was interested in the highest degree in the development of preventive 

medicine and acceptance of the principle by doctors, it should encourage teaching and 

should not give up the seminars in the European Region. He added that the projects 

presented in the report of the Director of the European Regional Office had been agreed 

upon unanimously by the Regional Committee. 
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Dry EVANG_ (Norway) suggested that in evaluating the programme for 1953 the committee 

should consider whether there had been any trend in the programmes since the beginning 

of the Organization in 1948, and if so decide whether a change in that trend was 

desirable. At the beginning WHO had made the same mistake as all health admiпistratioh 

and individuals who tried to fight disease. It had decided to combat the diseases 

individually and had drawn up a somewhat rigid list of priorities beginning with 

tuberculosis, malaria and venereal diseases. Fortunately the Organization had quickly 

discovered that it was necessary in the first place to face the basic problems such 

as shortage of personnel, weakness of public- health administrations, poor environmental 

sanitation etc. He welcomed the trend in that direction which had developed in the 

past years and was reflected in the 1953 programme. 

Because of the profusion of items, resulting partly from that trend, it was 

somewhat diffiéult'to obtain a cloar picture of their relative importance. Expert 

committées cast only 0.8 pоr cent =of' the. total budget and, it, would be difficult to 

find another field in which an investment could be more profitable._ The purpose of 

expert committees was to advise national governments,, the World Health Organization 

and the experts working throughout the world in the particular field, of the expert 

committee. He strongly disagreed with those speakers who had said that the same field 

could be covered by non -governmental organizations. No government would take as 

much account of the advice of such a body as of a group of experts called together by 

WHO. The delegate of the United Kingdom had no doubt been thinking of conditions in 

his own country, but there were very few countries in the world which had tho advantage 

of the United Kingdom in being able to call upon first class exports in practically 

all hygiene and medical fields. The reports of WHO1s expert committees were highly 

valued in Norway. 
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Hé agreed with the views expressed by the delegates of Bweden, France and the 

Netherlands concerning seminars. 1N10 had devised a vary profitable method of bringing 

people concerned•with different branches of health work together, thus assisting in the 

process of integration which was being carried out in many countries and which was long 

overdue. 

Finally, drawing attention to the table showing estimated total expenditure by 

major functions (Official R;cords'No. 39, pages 64 & 65), he declared his satisfaction 

that the direct individual services to g overnments represented a much larger percentage 

of cx3anditure than in 1951. The figures given in that table however represented the 

total budget, including funds received in addition to the regular budget. The per- 

centage expenditure figures considered in relation to the total regular budget were not 

so encouraging and could be takn as a guide in deciding whether the sums proposed in 

the Director -General's estimated budget supported by the Executive Board should be 

reduced. 

Dr ICКREI: SINGНE (Ceylon), putting forward the views of an under -developed 

country, said that the problem might be considered under three heads. First, those 

activities which were of a truly international nature and had a very far-reaching 

off-et.. Нс believed that such activities as those in connexion with the International 

Sanitary Regulations, the International Pharmacopoeia and the International Statistical 

Classification of Diseases, Injuries and Causes of Death should receive the highest 

priorities. Secondly came activities which were not so far -reaching but important 

from a long -term point of view, such as education end training, export committees and 

international centres. In his address to the plenary meeting he had made a plea for 

expert coптiitteеs and international centros. Nhile it was true, as the delegate of 
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the United Kingdom had said, that information was already available, the literature 

was so voluminous that public -health authorities and halth workers had neither the 

time nor the possibility of digesting it, The reports of expert committees, on the 

other hand, giving in summary form the views of the best experts, had proved of the 

highest value. Indeed ho had asked that when a WHO expert came to a country he 

should familiarize himself with those reports so that ho would talk the same language 

as the national health officials. Thirdly, he would refer to activities in relation 

to specific problems in particular areas. The Health Assembly h'd rightly done away 

with priorities. A certain disease, such as, for instance, filariasis, might no 

longer constitute a problem in one country, whereas it might be of increasing urgency 

in another, so that the. Board should give the greatest consideration to requests from 

individual countries for action in a particular field. 

Dr. SLVONEN (Finland), supporting the views of the delegates who had spoken in 

favour of seminars, said that it had boon the unanimous view in Finland that the 

seminar on venereal diseases held there in 1950 had been most useful. 

Dr. MUDALI,R (India) said he had witnessed at successive Health Assemblies the 

very welcome change of attitude of the Organization to the whole question of the 

programme and its implementation. It was now recognized that it was not the function 

of 1E0 to take over the work of national governments but to act as a sort of catalytic 

agent to stimulate the work of the national health administrations so that they would 

be ready in the shortest possible time to take over full responsibilities. The best 

stimulus would be the creation of the necessary personnel, trained and imbued with 

the spirit of VIII. He had therefore been gratified to note the recent activities of 
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WHO in the promotion of technical training, fellowships and particularly assistance 

to public-health institutions. In that connexion he had been glad to hear the delegate 

of Norway say that WHO should interest itself not only in basic education but also in 

postgraduate education. It should encourage training, not only of doctors, but of 

nurses, dentists, etc. and of all technical personnel. He stressed that it was too 

often forgotten that where tare was a lack of trained personnвl, doctors wore used in 

a manner that was not congenial to them and not in the best interests of economy. 

TVhilе realizing that demands made by countries might make it difficult for the 

Board and the Secretariat to abstain from giving assistance, ho asked the delegates to 

bear in mind that the tendency since the First Health Assembly to spread its activities 

ovar a wide area of subjects might lower the effectiveness of the Organization. 

Turning to specific aspects of the work, ha thought it should be made quite clear 

that neither at the Secretariat level nor in expert committee meetings was any research 

work expected. That would be impossible. But the co- ordination of the work that 

had been carried out in different fields of public health was a matter of concern. Но 

could well understand the sentiments of the United Kingdom delegate with regard to 

certain of the export committees. It was fortunate for the United Kingdom that it 

had opportunities, through its gun experts working in different parts of the world 

on many different diseases, to obtain information, and India had often been glad to 

draw on that information. But he agreed with the delegate of Ceylon that it was very 

important for public-health authorities in most countries to have in a consolidated 

form the comments of the members of export committees. A still more important function 

of expert committees was the support their reports gave to public-health directors in 

applying for funds from their national finance departments for the implementation of 

projects. 
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Ho agreed that it might be desirable to provide for a certain lapse of time between 

meetings of export committees so that their reports could be studied, implemented wherever 

possible and the results observed. That was a matter which should receive the consid- 

eration of the Board and the Director -General. 

Turning to the question of seminars, he said he had been informed by persons who 

had attended them that they were very useful. Their object was twofold: first, to 

give incentive and enthusiasm to the persons attending them, and secondly, to promote 

international amity, which was one of the functions of WHO as an international 

organization. 

Tho question of representation of WHO at governmental and non -governmental 

conferences required consideration by the Board and the Director -General. Ho felt that 

it was not in the interests of the Organization that its officials should be taken 

away from'their other duties to attend such meetings unless there was some specific 

object in view. 

Finally, WHO had a far greater responsibility now than in 1948 for co- ordination 

and co- operation with the Technical Assistance Board and other organizations. That 

might well mean that extra expenditure must be envisaged, not only in connexion with 

the technical assistance programme but also in the ordinary budget. A cut made for 

the sake of economy might not only result in the cancellation of some essential project,` 

but would weaken that link in the chain of the machinery of technical assistance which 

should be the strongest so far as public health was concerned. 
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Dr. SIDKY (Egypt) said that his delegation hold the view that the NН0 expert 

committees were fully justified and should be increased to cover all possible fields 

of health. In addition to the technical value of their rports, their moral and 

psychological effects should not be under- estimated. Their reports were widely 

distributed and highly appreciated by everyone concerned. He therefore supported 

the proposal of the delegate of the Netherlands that the Director -General be requested 

to consider the desirability of setting up regional expert committees. 

The meeting rose at 11.50 a.m. 


